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NEW ‘COSTA’ STORE
OPENS IN SAAR

Within its constant strives to expand its
outreach and reinforce its leading position as the provider of the best coffee
in the Kingdom of Bahrain, Al Zayani
Foods SPC recently opened a new
branch of Costa Coffee in the Northern
Governorate.
Located at Al Nakheel Centre in Saar,
the new store provides customers with
carhop service, delivering their favourite coffee, and hot and cold food and
beverages that are exclusively available from Costa Coffee, while they’re
comfortably seated in their cars. That’s
not all, Costa Coffee also allocated a
special area besides the new store for
customers to park their vehicles, and
make, pick up and enjoy their orders.
Customers could pre-order through
Costa Coffee’s smart ordering service
on WhatsApp through +973 66719609.
The new shop comes within the Company’s strategies to expand its network and open several new Costa
Coffee stores this year. This included
opening a series of stores in Janabiya, Riffa and Juffair, with the aim of always being close to its valued Costa
Coffee customers.

Dear readers of Al Intilaqa,
It is my pleasure to welcome you to a new
edition of our quarterly publication “Al Intilaqa”, and extend our sincere appreciation
to all of you for following the latest news,
activities and updates of Al Zayani Investments Group.
Since the global outbreak of Coronavirus
(Covid-19) pandemic, the Kingdom of Bahrain has been keen to follow all the directives and instructions issued by the World
Health Organisation, and to implement the
necessary preventive and precautionary
measures, placing Bahrain in the forefront
of countries dealing with this pandemic with
full determination in order to move it to a
safe zone.
We also take this opportunity to emphasise
on the importance of sustaining our commitment to all precautionary measures, and to
follow health and preventive instructions.
During the first half of this year, the companies under the Group’s umbrella continued
to exert more efforts to consolidate the successes and achievements made in these
extraordinary circumstances, and to continue providing support and noble initiatives
to the community, reaffirming its important
role and social responsibility. Meanwhile,
First Motors introduced an online purchase
channel on both Hyundai and Genesis websites that allows the customers to choose
what model they need and do a configuration for the specs, colors interior and exterior as well. And to make our customers
experience easier, customers can enjoy
paying their down payment online through

our payment portal.
In this context, Al Zayani Foods Company
recently opened a new Costa branch in Al
Nakheel Centre as part of its keenness to
increase its branches and to be closer to its
valued customers. Meanwhile, First Motors
introduced an online purchase channel on
both Hyundai and Genesis websites that
allows the customers to choose what model they need and do a configuration for the
specs, colors interior and exterior as well.
Moreover, the company has introduced a
WhatsApp for Business for both Hyundai
and Genesis equipped with an automated
chatbot so customers can check our models, download brochures, watch a product
video or even request a home test drive.
On the other hand, Zayani Motors, the exclusive distributor of MG Motor, has launched a
sterilisation campaign that included all MG
cars. This initiative reflects the Company’s
unlimited support to the national efforts to
combat the spread of Covid-19, and this
gesture is also in line with the directives
and instructions issued by the World Health
Organisation, which recommends the implementation of intensive sterilisation processes as one of the most important and effective means to combat the pandemic.
As in previous editions, we highlight and
share the activities and developments of our
business group that demonstrate our commitment to delivering the best products and
services to our valuable customers and our
initiatives with our team members who are
the corner stone of our success and drive
for excellence.

TROFEO: THE MOST POWERFUL MASERATI COLLECTION EVER
•
•
•
•
•

MASERATI EXPANDS THE TROFEO COLLECTION: LEVANTE IS JOINED BY GHIBLI AND QUATTROPORTE
GHIBLI AND QUATTROPORTE TROFEO: THE FASTEST MASERATI SEDANS EVER
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
V8 ENGINE IN GHIBLI FOR THE FIRST TIME
NEW ON-BOARD TECHNOLOGICAL FEATURES FOR THE TROFEO COLLECTION

Maserati writes a new chapter
in its history by expanding its
Trofeo collection. Following
the 2018 launch of Levante
Trofeo, the SUV’s most extreme, most powerful version,
the new Quattroporte and
Ghibli Trofeo are now available, achieving the pinnacle of
performance, sportiness and
luxury.
To highlight once again Maserati’s all-Italian identity, the
colours chosen for the Trofeo
collection launch are those of
the country’s flag: green for
Quattroporte, white for Levante and red for Ghibli, which
combine with the burnished
chrome-work and glossy red
trims for a particularly aggressive and elegant look.
Maserati reinterprets its sedans by introducing the V8
engine.
The heart of Ghibli and Quattroporte Trofeo is the 3.8 l V8
Twin Turbo with power output
of 580 hp at 6,250 rpm and
peak torque of 730 Nm.
The engine, which has already revealed all its power
on Levante Trofeo, is built at
the Ferrari plant at Maranello
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to Maserati’s specifications,
and has been modified and
developed to deliver equally
impressive performances on
the rear-engine sedans.
Although completely new for
Ghibli, the V8 engine has already been used in the past
on Quattroporte GTS, in the
530 hp version. Today the 580
hp V8 engine is available on
the new Ghibli, Quattroporte
and Levante* Trofeo, in full
compliance with fuel efficiency and emissions standards.
Ghibli and Quattroporte Trofeo can proudly claim to be
the fastest Maserati sedans
ever, with a top speed of 326
km/h. Levante Trofeo’s maximum speed is 302 km/h.
Like Levante Trofeo, the new
Ghibli and Quattroporte Trofeo also incorporate the Integrated Vehicle Control (IVC)
system, with a specific setup
that guarantees enhanced
driving dynamics, greater
active safety and even more
thrilling performance. The sedans have the Corsa button
that sets the car for an even
sportier driving style. Also
included is Launch Control, a

function that first appeared on
Levante Trofeo, to unleash all
the engine’s power and deliver breath-taking performance
and an authentic Maserati
driving experience.
While the unique signature of
every Maserati is the sound
of its engine, now the Trofeo
collection will be even more
unmistakable in looks, thanks
to special stylistic touches
that characterise these high
performance models. These
include the front grille with
twin vertical bars in Black Piano finish, and the introduction
of carbon fibre on the front air
duct trims and rear extractor,
for an even more aggressive
effect.
The whole Trofeo collection
is distinguished by the red
details that characterise the
bottom profiles of the side air
vents and the lightning bolt on
the Trident badge on the C-pillars.
There are major changes at
the rear of the car, where the
light clusters have been completely restyled, with a boomerang-like profile inspired
by the 3200 GT and the Alfieri

concept car.
In terms of the Ghibli Trofeo,
the bonnet has also been
restyled, featuring two aggressive air ducts for better
cooling, just like on Levante
Trofeo.
Ghibli and Quattroporte Trofeo are fitted with 21” aluminium Orione wheels. 22” Orione
wheels are available on Levante Trofeo.
The ADAS system has
evolved to include new functions, and thanks to Active
Driving Assist, the assisted
driving function can now be
activated on urban roads and
ordinary highways.
New technologies also appear in MIA (Maserati Intelligent Assistant), the multimedia screen with upgraded
resolution and larger size
- 10.1” on both Ghibli Trofeo and Quattroporte Trofeo,
while Levante retains the 8.4”
display, but with improved
resolution and graphics. Furthermore, thanks to the Maserati Connect programme,
now the Trofeo collection is
always connected, with a full
set of services to simplify its
use.
Ghibli and Quattroporte Trofeo will be built at the Avvocato Giovanni Agnelli Plant
(AGAP) at Grugliasco (Turin),
and Levante Trofeo at the
Mirafiori (Turin) plant.

EURO MOTORS REVAMPS ITS STATE-OF-THE-ART JAGUAR LAND ROVER SERVICE CENTRE
Euro Motors, the exclusive importer and
distributor for luxury automotive manufacturer Jaguar Land Rover in the Kingdom of
Bahrain, recently revamped its state-ofthe-art service centre for Jaguar and Land
Rover with a range of service and maintenance solutions to ensure that every model continues to perform at the peak of its
power.
The latest initiative is in line with the company’s commitment to ensure its customers understand the importance of protecting their vehicles through regularly
scheduled maintenance at Euro Motors
Jaguar Land Rover Bahrain. The Jaguar
Land Rover refurbished service centre
which can handle up to 32 vehicles at a
time, is equipped with state-of-the-art
equipment and diagnostic technology, a
dedicated area for perfect-fit genuine parts
and is supported by factory-trained technicians who are well-versed with Jaguar
and Land Rover models.
Mr. Stephen Lay, General Manager of Euro
Motors Jaguar Land Rover said, “At Euro
Motors we constantly invest in building
awareness and providing knowledge to
aid our customers in making timely maintenance decisions about their vehicles, offered through our state-of-the-art service
centre. Services such as the Jaguar Land
Rover SVO centre, a first for Euro Motors
this year, along with the refurbishment of
our service area, stands testament to our
efforts to be at the forefront for our custom-

The company has also launched an online consumer education programme to
help its consumers understand the benefits of vehicle care with simple tips on
when and how they need to get their cars serviced, and to understand the use of
genuine spare parts to maintain their vehicles and keep them in top condition.
These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tyre changes recommended every 6 months or 7,500km
Wiper blade checking should be scheduled every 12 months or 13,000km
Pollen filter servicing should be conducted every 6 months or 7,500km
Air filters require a service check-up every 12 months or 13,000km
Oil filter changes required every 12 months or 13,000km
Air conditioner check-ups every 12 months or 13,000km
Brake pads should be changed at 3mm of thickness
Vehicle health checks recommended every 6 months or 7,500km
Fluids require top-ups every 12 months or 13,000km
Batteries to be checked every 6 months or 7,500km
Brake fluid changing every 36 months or 39,000km
Brake discs should be changed when their condition deteriorates

ers as the most reliable and most iconic
state-of-art dealership in Bahrain.”
Customers can drop off their vehicles at
the service centre in Sitra based on their
convenience which includes the flexibility

to schedule their collection and delivery
times. They also get an opportunity to be
introduced to several offers and campaigns designed to help customers stay
more informed about their vehicles.
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MG MOTOR PREPARING TO INTRODUCE INTERNET-CONNECTED CARS TO THE MIDDLE EAST
MG Motor has confirmed that
it is planning to bring internet-connected cars to the
Middle East from as early as
2021. The British-born brand,
which has enjoyed exceptional growth across the region
over the past couple of years,
is benefiting from major investment in this new technology by its parent company,
SAIC Motor.
SAIC Motor is a pioneer in
the field of intelligent car de-

velopment, with significant
experience exploring and
deepening the integration of
artificial intelligence (AI) technology and the automobile
industry. Through its various
sub-brands, the company has
already sold more than 1.7 million internet-connected cars in
markets around the world, and
is now focused on exploring
ways of developing intelligent
driving technology that is technically reliable, affordable,

safe and controllable.
New technologies like AI are
set to drive the continuous improvement and upgrading of
automotive products and services. Customers will expect
more from the driving experience in the future, and SAIC
Motor is developing a new intelligent cockpit with 5G technology that will increase interaction between the car and the
driver, so that the car truly becomes an intelligent and con-

venient mobile terminal.
From the perspective of technological development, “defining a car by its software”
is becoming mainstream,
making it essential for car
companies to adapt. Software is not only core to the
development of the auto industry from “electric” to “intelligent network”, but also
key to the differentiation of
future automotive products
and services.

HYUNDAI TEASES SHARP NEW KONA AND KONA N LINE SUVS
Hyundai Motor Company today shared
a glimpse of its upcoming new KONA
and KONA N Line SUVs that express
Hyundai’s Sensuous Sportiness global design identity.

mored appearance.

The first KONA N Line
The new KONA N Line’s gets a more
aerodynamic design with low-set air
intake and more aggressive front
Wider stance & Sleeker look
bumper, complemented by corner fins
The new KONA gets a wider stance and lean crease lines. The N Line modand a shark-inspired nose that gives el offers an attractive entry point to the
the model a sleeker look. Upgraded N Brand and expands Kona’s appeal to
daytime running lamps (DRL) give it a a broader range of customers. More
high-tech, sophisticated style. Front design details on the new Kona and
skid plate and bumper add to its ar- Kona N Line will be revealed.
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HYUNDAI MOTOR GROUP DEVELOPS AIR-CONDITIONING TECHNOLOGIES TO MAINTAIN CLEAN
AIR IN VEHICLESVEHICLES GEARED WITH MINIMUM 2 YEARS’ SERVICE & WARRANTY PACKAGE
Hyundai Motor Group announced new
technologies to improve the quality of
air in vehicles and create a more pleasant indoor environment for customers.
Recognizing the growing concern
about air quality, the Group unveiled
three new air-conditioning technologies – ‘After-Blow’, ‘Multi-Air Mode’,
and ‘Fine Dust Indicator’. The technologies will be introduced initially on
select models in Korea and expand to
upcoming Hyundai vehicles worldwide
in the future.
After-Blow Technology
‘After-Blow’ dries the condensate on
the evaporator and suppresses mold
growth in the air-conditioning system,
which can cause an odor during hot
weather.
After the engine is turned off and the
condensate on the evaporator drains
naturally for about 30 minutes, ‘After-Blow’ activates for 10 minutes to
dry the evaporator and any condensate leftover in the air passage. The
air-conditioning system automatically allows influx of outside air during
this time to prevent humidity from
building up.
The technology uses an intelligent battery sensor (IBS) to monitor the battery
and stops functioning when the battery
is low, allaying any concerns about
batter discharge. It also de-activates
when the air conditioning system is not
in use for a certain period of time, or
when the outside temperature is low.

based on the preference of the driver.

Fine Dust Indicator Technology
‘Fine Dust Indicator’ measures the
air inside the vehicle in real time and
delivers digitized information, allowing the driver to better manage the air
quality.
The indicator displays the concentraMulti-Air Mode Technology
tion and pollution level of ultrafine par‘Multi-Air Mode’ uses multiple vents for ticles (PM 2.5) inside the vehicle using
air conditioning and heating to create a integer numbers and colors for better
more pleasant indoor environment with visibility to the user: blue for 0 to 15
gentle wind.
μg/m3, green for 16 to 35 μg/m3, orWhen this mode is activated, the air is ange for 36 to 75 μg/m3, and red for 76
dispersed to the newly added multi-air μg/m3 or higher.
slots in the driver and passenger seats If the level of ultrafine particles exceeds
in addition to the normal air vents. The 36 μg /m3 while the function is active,
overall wind volume remains the same, the air-cleaning mode will run to purify
but the dispersion of wind reduces di- the air in the vehicle. The air-cleaning
rect air contact and softens the air.
system automatically sets the air volThis mode can be switched on and off ume between 3 and 8 and switches to

air-recirculation mode and activates
the air conditioning system to reduce
indoor humidity. If the air does not improve in air-cleaning mode, it can also
serve as a reminder to the driver to replace air-conditioner filters or to clean
contaminated seats and mats.
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ZAYANI MOTORS LAUNCHES DIGITAL PAYMENT PORTALS
Within its solid commitment to continually enhance its services and
as part of its keenness to
utilise the latest technologies in providing it, Zayani
Motors, the Kingdom’s
leading automobile agency and the exclusive distributor of Mitsubishi and
MG Motors in Bahrain, has
recently announced that
it has launched six online
payment options for its
customers.
Simple, smooth and seamless, the new payment
methods enable clients
to pay through BENEFIT
Pay, credit cards, Mobile
Digital Wallet app from
Batelco; B-Wallet, and the
Mobile Wallet app from
STC Bahrain; STC Pay, in
addition to the Company’s

online payment gateway;
http://epay-zmotors.com/,
and direct electronic bank
transfers.
The inauguration of these
options comes as part of
Zayani Motors’ contribution to the national and
global efforts to digitise
transactions and promote
cashless payments, which

have been proven to curb
the spread of viruses and
diseases.
Through this initiative, the
Company reiterates its
obligation to keep up with
the latest technologies in
serving its valued clients,
providing them with a
complete and satisfactory
experience.

‘MG’ LAUNCHES COMPREHENSIVE STERILISATION CAMPAIGN
As part of its endeavours
to ensure the wellbeing of
its customers, MG Motor
in the Kingdom of Bahrain,
has recently launched a
sterilisation campaign that
includes its entire MG vehicles.
The drive reflects the endless support to the national efforts dedicated to
combating the outbreak
of the novel Coronavirus
(Covid-19) pandemic, and
comes in compliance with
the directives issued by
international health organisations, which highly
advise sanitisation as one
of the key tools to fight the
spread of the virus.
Every new MG vehicle sold
in Bahrain will be fully ster6 | Third Quarter 2020

ilised by highly-qualified
professionals before it is
delivered to the customer.
The sterilisation process
will be done in accordance
with the highest international standards in this
regard and includes door
handles, boot and the entire interior of the vehicle,
such as the steering wheel,
dashboard, stereo and
navigation display screen,
air conditioner switches
and vents, seatbelts, floor
mats and gear stick.
Additionally, each retail
customer will instantly receive personal protective
gear, such as facemasks
and hand gloves, demonstrating profound concern
about customers’ health.

HYUNDAI MOTOR ANNOUNCES
IONIQ BRAND DEDICATED TO
EVS, OPENING NEW CHAPTER
FOR CUSTOMER-CENTRIC EV
EXPERIENCES
Hyundai Motor Company today announced
the launch of its new IONIQ brand dedicated to battery electric vehicles, opening a
new chapter as a leader in the era of electrified mobility. Under the IONIQ brand,
Hyundai will offer customer centric EV experiences centered on connected lifestyle
solutions in line with Hyundai’s vision of
‘Progress for Humanity’.
Under the IONIQ brand, Hyundai Motor
will leverage its industry-leading manufacturing know-how in EVs to introduce
three new dedicated models over the next
four years with more innovative models to
follow. The creation of IONIQ brand is in
response to fast-growing market demand
and accelerates Hyundai’s plan to lead
the global EV market.
To fulfill IONIQ’s brand mission, Hyundai
will combine its current EV capabilities –
such as ultra-fast charging, spacious interior, and battery-supplied power – with
future innovations that combine design,
technologies and services to integrate
in-car and out-of-car experiences for a
seamless journey.
“The IONIQ brand will change the paradigm of EV customer experience,” said
Wonhong Cho, Executive Vice President
and Global Chief Marketing Officer at
Hyundai Motor Company. “With a new
emphasis on connected living, we will offer electrified experiences integral to an
eco-friendly lifestyle.”
Rebirth of IONIQ
Hyundai first introduced the term IONIQ,
which fuses “ion” and “unique”, when it
announced Project IONIQ, a long-term research and development project focused
on eco-friendly mobility. Based on the
project, Hyundai in 2016 introduced a vehicle named IONIQ, the world’s first and
only model to offer a choice of three electrified powertrain options – hybrid electric, plug-in hybrid and battery electric
– within a single body type. Now, IONIQ
represents Hyundai’s growing commit-

ment to sustainability and innovation and
will be instrumental in achieving the company’s clean mobility goals.
IONIQ brand was conceived to fuse life
changing mobility with environmental
performance and has so far been instrumental in delivering progress electrified.
IONIQ will continue to create a new balance in clean mobility synchronizing
eco-products within an eco-system of lifestyle solutions bringing connected living
to a new generation.
The existing IONIQ vehicles – hybrid,
PHEV, EV – will not be housed under the
new IONIQ brand.

models, but they will be a bridge to the
future.

E-GMP platform
IONIQ brand models will sit on an Electric Global Modular Platform, known as
E-GMP, that will enable fast charging capability and plentiful driving range.
The EV-dedicated platform will allow
Hyundai to reimagine the vehicle interior as “smart living space” with highly
adjustable seats, wireless connectivity
and unique features such as a glove box
designed as drawers. The platform paradigm shift will extend into the user interfaces that will be simple, intuitive and erIONIQ 5 / IONIQ 6 / IONIQ 7
gonomically designed to help occupants
Hyundai will be launching a range of feel at ease.
numerically named EVs under the new
brand, with the even numbers used for Strategy 2025
sedans and the odd numbers for SUVs.
Hyundai Motor Group recently announced
The first model under the IONIQ brand that the group aims to sell 1 million units
will be the IONIQ 5 midsize CUV that will of battery electric vehicles and take 10
launch in early 2021. IONIQ 5 is based percent share to become a leader in the
on the concept EV “45”, which Hyundai global EV field by 2025.
unveiled at the International Motor Show Under Strategy 2025, Hyundai Motor Com(IAA) 2019 in Frankfurt as a homage to its pany itself aims to become the world’s
very first concept car. IONIQ 5’s design- third-largest automaker of eco-friendly
ers took inspiration from the past and vehicles by 2025, with 560,000 BEV sales
integrated it with cutting-edge paramet- in addition to FCEV sales.
ric pixels, a unique design element that The launch of the IONIQ brand dedicated
Hyundai designers will continue to incor- to EV models reinforces the company’s
porate into future IONIQ models.
commitment to clean mobility and reflects
In 2022, Hyundai will introduce IONIQ 6 its ongoing transformation as a Smart
sedan, which is based on the company’s Mobility Solution Provider with zero-emislatest concept EV “Prophecy”, unveiled in sions solutions.
March; followed by IONIQ 7, a large SUV
in early 2024. Prophecy’s iconic exterior London Eye Event: IONIQ Campaign
design is characterized by its aerodynam- Hyundai has celebrated the launch of IOic silhouette of perfect proportions.
NIQ by turning the London Eye into a giLikewise, IONIQ vehicles’ designs will ant letter “Q” using electric lights just behave a common theme of “Timeless Val- fore the official reopening of the famous
ue”. The vehicles will be inspired by past attraction.
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MITSUBISHI MOTORS LAUNCHES REVAMPED WEBSITE
Shifting the car shopping industry to their future cars.
higher levels, Mitsubishi Motors, the The user-friendly bilingual website (Arexclusive distributor of Mitsubishi vehicles in the Kingdom of Bahrain, has
launched its revamped website, enabling its clients an unmatched and
modern experience.
Through the new website; www.mitsubishi-motors.com.bh, customers will
have access to a wide range of innovative services, which allow them to take
a closer look at the amazing features
and specifications of Mitsubishi models, and assist them in customising

abic and English) also allows visitors
to book test drives, book a service and
compare vehicles’ prices and specifications through selecting up to three
vehicles to compare and choose from,
as it displays the key features of each
model in a modern and comprehensive
manner.
Additionally, visitors of the website will
be given the privilege to take a glimpse
into the future and become among the
few to review the future models from
Mitsubishi, as well as other amazing
options.

FIRST MOTORS INTRODUCES ONLINE PURCHASE CHANNEL
During the first half of the year,
and in order to make sure that we
still provide our customers with
the highest level of customer satisfaction, First Motors introduced
an online purchase channel on
both Hyundai and Genesis websites that allows the customers to
choose what model they need and
do a configuration for the specs,
colors interior and exterior as
well. And to make our customers
experience easier, customers can
enjoy paying their down payment
online through our payment portal.
And for the service, First Motors
was one of the first companies to
introduce the home to home service to allow customers to do their
services conveniently without
leaving their doorstep, and they
can enjoy paying their invoices
online as well.
First Motors has introduced a
WhatsApp for Business for both
Hyundai and Genesis equipped
with an automated chatbot so
customers can check our models, download brochures, watch
a product video or even request a
home test drive.
Also from the WhatsApp, existing
customers can book their service
appointment easily as per their
convenient.
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HYUNDAI MOTOR WINS 2020 FUTURE MOBILITY OF THE YEAR AWARDS
Hyundai Motor Company today won
two 2020 Future Mobility of the Year
(FMOTY) Awards for HDC-6 NEPTUNE
and the company’s built-in e-scooter.
Established by the Korea Advanced
Institute of Science and Technology
(KAIST) Graduate School for Green
Transportation in 2019, the awards
recognize concept vehicles that make
outstanding contributions to the future
of mobility.
FMOTY awarded the hydrogen-powered fuel cell heavy-duty truck HDC-6
NEPTUNE in the ‘Public & Commercial’
category and the built-in e-scooter in
the ‘Personal’ category. Sixteen judges, including top automotive journalists from 11 countries, selected Hyundai Motor’s submissions from a total of
71 concepts that have debuted at international motor shows for consideration
in three categories: Private, Public &
Commercial, and Personal. The judges
lauded Hyundai Motor’s concepts for
introducing innovative transport technologies and services for the future of
mobility.
HDC-6 NEPTUNE, which debuted at the

North American Commercial Vehicle
Show last November, took inspiration
from the iconic Art Deco streamliner
railway trains of the 1930s. The concept embodies Hyundai Motor’s vision
for a zero-carbon emission future as
the company leads a paradigm shift to
eco-friendly commercial vehicles. As the
demand for zero-carbon and eco-friendly commercial vehicles is expected
to increase gradually, FMOTY judges
showed support for the first concept vehicle to incorporate hydrogen fuel cell
power into commercial delivery.
The built-in e-scooter, which debuted as
a prototype at the Consumer Electronics
Show (CES) in 2017, is currently being
considered as an option for future vehicles. As its name suggests, the electric
scooter will be integrated into vehicles,
charging itself while the car is operating
to provide the last-mile mobility – a feature the judges regarded highly in addition to its great build quality.
“HDC-6 NEPTUNE is like an ambassador concept vehicle that illuminates
Hyundai Motor’s top status and prowess in next-generation fuel-cell electric

vehicles and fuel-cell technology,” said
SangYup Lee, Senior Vice President
and head of the Hyundai Global Design
Center. “It embodies Hyundai Motor’s vision and customer value as the leader of
global hydrogen mobility industry in its
futuristic design.”
This year’s FMOTY ceremony took place
at the KAIST Academic Cultural Complex in Daejeon, attended by SangYup
Lee, Senior Vice President and Head of
the Hyundai Global Design Center; Hak
Soo Ha, Design Director at Hyundai Motor Group; and Dong Jin Hyun, Head of
Robotics Lab at Hyundai Motor Group.
Last December, Hyundai Motor unveiled
its ‘Strategy 2025’ roadmap, under
which the company will develop Smart
Mobility Devices and Smart Mobility
Services as the twin core pillars of its
business. The synergy between the two
pillars is expected to facilitate the company’s transition into a Smart Mobility
Solution Provider. Hyundai Motor aims
to become one of the world’s top three
manufacturers of battery and fuel cell
EVs by 2025 and lay the groundwork for
platform-based businesses.
Third Quarter 2020
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The MG RX5 is the perfect choice for a
youthful compact SUV; as it is designed
with a unique combination of luxurious
looks, sporty performance and hi-tech features. Available in Bahrain only at Zayani
Motors, the exclusive distributor of MG in
the Kingdom, the MG RX5 redefines the
shape of sporty, elegant and youthful cars.
This MG RX5 comes with endless modern specifications, besides integrating
exceptional performance with sleek design and high safety features. It comes
in two options to suit different tastes
and requirements in a sporty and futur-
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MG RX5: REDEFINING PERFECTION
istic vehicle. Also, it comes in two turbocharged engine options, each can be
relied upon to provide an unforgettable
driving experience.
Owing to its sleek lines and eye-catching
exterior design, such as subtle chrome
finishes, quality paintwork, and a distinctive front grille with the iconic MG logo
embedded in the centre, the MG RX5 will
catch the attention of discerning motorists everywhere.
This car comes with generous space
for the driver, passengers and for transporting big items, as it has more than

enough room for up to five passengers
and comes with the best rear leg room
and head space in its class. The sensibly
designed interior also encompasses of
intelligent features, such as an eight-inch
colour touchscreen that can access your
smartphone and provides satellite navigation and entertainment.
The safety of the driver and passengers
of the MG RX5 has been a top priority
when the car was designed, as it is built
with six airbags, ultra-high-strength steel
cage, reverse parking camera and smart
brake system.

EURO MOTORS INTRODUCES BAHRAIN’S FIRST SPECIAL VEHICLE
OPERATIONS (SVO) CENTRE AS JAGUAR LAND ROVER DEALER
Euro Motors, the exclusive
importer and distributor for
the luxury automotive manufacturer Jaguar Land Rover in the Kingdom, has been
awarded the enhanced status
of an official Special Vehicles Operations (SVO) dealer.
Bringing to Bahrain the firstof-its-kind centre, the Jaguar
Land Rover SVO is designed
to create some of the unique,
luxurious and exciting range
of vehicles incorporating the
highest levels of technology.
Launched with an investment
of US$ 100,000, the Euro Motors Jaguar Land Rover SVO
will feature a highly skilled
team and certified technicians
trained to the highest Jaguar
Land Rover global standards
and available on-hand to offer
customers bespoke services
and maintenance support.
This will include advise facilities such as personalisation
studio lounge, bodyshop services with unique interior and
exterior finishing options as
well as a dedicated paint facility, all working to ensure
that even the most specific
requirements are possible.
Stephen Lay, General Man-

ager of Euro Motors Jaguar
Land Rover, said: “At Jaguar
Land Rover we are proud to
constantly invest in our facility, products and services.
The launch of our new Special
Vehicles Operations will set a
new benchmark for Bahrain’s
automotive industry and further allow us to continue offering our existing and new
customers a more personalisation and superior buying
experience in line with their
own individual preferences
and needs.”
Promising a first-class experience for customers, the Jaguar Land Rover SVO in Bahrain will feature halo models
from the SV and SVR ranges,
limited edition vehicles, and
bespoke customization that
are each carefully crafted inside this state-of-the-art centre. Moreover, customers will
also be invited for test drive
experiences of SV masterpieces with guidance from
its Jaguar Land Rover teams
to help them create their own
bespoke vehicles based on
premium palette, surface textures under the highest quality care.
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‘ZAYANI MOTORS’ DELIVERS FLEET OF ‘MITSUBISHI FUSO’ TO ‘AL FATEH GROUP’
Zayani Motors, the exclusive dealer
of Mitsubishi Fuso in the Kingdom
of Bahrain, recently announced the
delivery of a fleet of Mitsubishi Fuso
heavy vehicles to Al Fateh Group,
one of the leading heavy transport,
customs clearance and logistics
companies in Bahrain.
On the occasion, a special ceremony was organised at Zayani Motors
headquarters in Ma’ameer to deliver
the trucks. The function was attended by Zayani Motors General Manager Mr. Mohammed Zaki, Al Fateh
Group CEO Mr. Jassim Mohammed
Al Moussawi, and a number of senior officials from the two companies.
This delivery comes within a series
of agreements between Zayani Motors and Al Fateh Group to deliver

Mitsubishi Fuso trucks. It comes
with the aim of reinforcing the
Group’s fleet of heavy trucks and to
also enhance the heavy transport
operations of imported and exported containers from and to the Kingdom of Bahrain.
As the ceremony came to an end,
Mr. Zaki expressed appreciation
to Al Fateh Group for its solid confidence in the high quality services
and products offered by Zayani
Motors. For his part, Mr. Al Moussawi thanked Zayani Motors for
its exceptional services, top-notch
products and the high professional
efficacy of its staff members, adding
that the Group relies on Mitsubishi
Fuso trucks in its operations, thanks
to its durability, modern features
and quality.

EURO MOTORS LAUNCHES “BRING THEM HOME” CAMPAIGN FOR JAGUAR & LAND ROVER DRIVERS
Euro Motors, the exclusive
importer and distributor for
luxury automotive manufacturer Jaguar Land Rover in
the Kingdom of Bahrain, is
now introducing a new campaign “Bring Them Home” inviting its customers to trade
in their used Jaguar Land
Rover vehicles to acquire a
new luxury vehicle with its
APPROVED Certified PreOwned programme.
With the aim of simplifying the
trade in process the Jaguar
Land Rover APPROVED programme welcomes customers to send in photographs
via Whatsapp of their Jaguar
or Land Rover vehicle along
with their model number and
year of purchase in order to
fast track steps. The dealership will then ask customers
to bring in their vehicle for
evaluation and service making it as easy as possible to
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trade in their used cars for a
brand-new Jaguar or Land
Rover. Customers can also
view the entire range of APPROVED models displayed
on its website which includes
detailed information, costs,
vehicle mileage and financial service options. Furthermore, the website allows
customers to compare up to
three vehicles side-by-side.
Under the features of this
exciting campaign, all
APPROVED models are
evaluated by a dedicated
team of Jaguar Land Rover trained technicians using the newest technology
and genuine parts only. All
APPROVED vehicles available at the showroom have
low to reasonable mileage
counts, which makes the
vehicles reliable and road
ready. All APPROVED vehicles include a minimum

2-year warranty and 2-year
24/7 roadside assistance
along with a 165 multi-point
inspection and a certified
mileage and history check.
All APPROVED Vehicles are
taken on road tests by a
trained team of technicians
as well.
Commenting on the thrilling
campaign, the General Manager of Euro Motors Jaguar
Land Rover, Mr. Stephen Lay

said: “At Euro Motors we aim
to maintain a high standard
of customer satisfaction and
to provide the best luxury
vehicles and reliable easy
access service as we promise to give nothing but the
best in terms of offers and
services. Our customers can
now trade-in their used cars
easily for new luxury Jaguar
Land Rover vehicles at Euro
Motors.”

HYUNDAI MOTOR
COMPANY WINS SIX 2020
RED DOT DESIGN AWARDS

The ‘Second First Steps’ brand campaign film embodies Hyundai’s next-generation brand vision of ‘Progress for Humanity.’ It shows para-athlete and archer
Jun-boem Park’s “second first steps”
following those of his infancy, toward
his mother, aided by Hyundai Motor’s
H-MEX (Hyundai Medical Exoskeleton),
a wearable robotics technology. The film
underlines Hyundai’s philosophy centered on creating human-centered future
technologies. As of August 4, the film
has received more than 42 million views
online.

The ‘FIFA World Football Museum’ was
a sponsored public relations center
operated by Hyundai Motor in downtown Paris during the 2019 FIFA Women’s World Cup. It welcomed about
28,000 visitors over 23 days, with its
exterior walls made of airbags drawing
many visitors’ attention. After the exhibition period, the exterior walls were
recycled into eco-friendly bags, and
donated to local communities.

The ‘Hi-Charger’ is an ultra-fast
EV-charger unveiled by Hyundai Motor in November 2019. It offers 350
kw of high-power, high-efficiency
charging technology with an innovative automated weight-free cable
system that allows effortless connection between the charger and vehicle.

The ‘Future Mobility Solution Exhibition Hall’ is a booth that Hyundai
installed in its headquarters lobby
earlier this year to allow employees
and visitors to see a visualization of
Hyundai’s future mobility vision, including its UAM, PBV and Hub concepts that were previously shown
at 2020 CES. Through the exhibit,
Hyundai shared its vision of facilitating ‘Progress for Humanity’, providing customers with the seamless
freedom of mobility and differentiated mobility experiences.
The ‘Hyundai X BTS Goods’ is a collection of six products including
eco-friendly bags and key covers that
commemorated 2020 Environmental
Day as part of Hyundai’s ‘Global Hydrogen Campaign’ launched in January this year. Hyundai upcycled used
car seat leather and recycled subway
billboard materials as well as utilized
eco-friendly Tyvek materials, delivering the company’s sustainable image.

Hyundai Motor Company announced they have won six 2020
Red Dot Design Awards. The company took the ‘Best of the Best’
and five other awards in the Brand
and Communication Design area
this year.
The ‘Best of the Best’ under the
Advertising category (subcategory Integrated Campaign) went
to Hyundai’s brand campaign
film ‘Second First Steps,’ which
also secured a winner under the
Film and Animation category
(subcategory Online Film). Hyundai also grabbed five Winners
for ‘Hyundai’s Hi-Charger’ in the
Interface & User Experience Design category, ‘Hyundai X BTS
Goods’ in the Advertising category (subcategory Image Campaign), ‘Future Mobility Solutions Exhibition Hall’ in the Fair
Stands category (subcategory
Stands and Booths) and ‘FIFA
World Football Museum’ in the
Spatial Communication category
(subcategory Event Design).
“Winning multiple Red Dot awards
in the Brand and Communication
Design is a great honor and showcases that Hyundai’s sustainable
and innovative approach is vetted
by our customers and experts,”
said Vice President Sungwon Jee,
Creative Works, Customer Experience Division at Hyundai Motor
Company. “Hyundai will continue
its efforts to communicate with
customers in creative and innovative ways.”
Previously, Hyundai won awards
in Product Design starting with its
first Red Dot Award for the 2012
i30 and has won multiple awards
every year since 2018 in the Brand
& Communication category.
Started in 1955, Red Dot Design
Award is recognized as one of the
three prestigious global design
honors along with iF and IDEA.
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THE ICONIC NEW LAND ROVER DEFENDER 110 ARRIVES AT EURO MOTORS
Euro Motors, the exclusive importer and
distributor for the luxury automotive manufacturer Jaguar Land Rover in the Kingdom of Bahrain, received its first shipment
of the New Land Rover Defender 110. The
new model represents 70 years of innovation and improvement, honouring the
vehicle’s heritage of rugged solidity while
thoroughly remaining a Defender for the
21st century.
Impressive proportions and a reassuringly
recognisable silhouette help define the New
Defender’s arresting looks. Electrified powertrains introduced to the New Defender
including advanced mild-hybrid and plug-in
electric vehicle options, as well as powerful and efficient petrol and diesel engines.
The functional, durable and flexible interior
is unique with exposed structural elements
and a centre front jump seat. Available with
the option of a third row with 5+2 seats. The
new Defender features a choice of four Ac-
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cessory Packs, Explorer, Adventure, Country and Urban, each with a distinctive character to suit the customer’s lifestyle.
Stephen Lay, General Manager of Euro Motors Jaguar Land Rover, said: “The iconic
Defender is finally back, merging legendary
Land Rover capabilities with revolutionary
technology and design. Customers can now
be the first to own the First Edition of the
New Defender Land Rover 110 in Bahrain.
This is the world’s best 4x4 and we also
provide customers the experience of a finetuned range of accessories to precisely suit
the needs of each Defender enthusiast.”
The Land Rover’s pioneering technology, striding ability and extreme durability
makes it the ideal choice for customers to
enjoy a comfortable journey off road and
on road.
The Explorer pack features a raised air intake which is ideal for dusty and sandy conditions and the Expedition Roof Rack has a
lightweight, fully integrated design, keeping
a safe load capacity of up to 132kg. The
Country pack has Front and Rear Classic

Mud Flaps following the design and heritage of the Land Rover Defender while protecting the paintwork. Its Full Height Loadspace Partition prevents items stored in
the rear load space from passing into the
cabin. It also includes a hose and shower attachment, which can be used to rinse
several items.
The fourth accessory option, the Urban
pack has bright Metal Pedals added to the
robust interior. For extra protection the
bright Rear Scuff Plates shields the rear
bumper from scratches and scuffs. The
Urban pack also consists of a front under
shield providing optimal protection to the
front lower bumper when driving off-road,
allowing easy access to the recovery loop.
Customers are encouraged to visit the
Land Rover website to register their interest in the New Defender. The sales team is
available on-site for any sales consultations, car configuration and further enquiries by phone on 17460460 from Saturday
to Thursday from 8am to 7pm for car viewing, test drive, car purchase or delivery.

